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the﻿new﻿algorithm﻿alongside﻿existing﻿ techniques,﻿providing﻿evidence﻿of﻿ the﻿ increased﻿amount﻿of﻿
UGC﻿data﻿extracted.
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historical﻿ and﻿ real-time.﻿However,﻿ although﻿UGC﻿ is﻿ timely﻿ and﻿ relevant,﻿ its﻿ semi-structured﻿ or﻿
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or﻿ observed﻿ learning﻿ experiences.﻿ It﻿ comprises﻿ insights,﻿ expertise,﻿ understanding,﻿ skill﻿ sets,﻿ and﻿
organizational﻿ culture﻿ (Rainer,﻿Cegielski,﻿ Splettstoesser-Hogeterp,﻿&﻿Sanchez-Rodriguez,﻿ 2013).﻿
Knowledge﻿Management﻿ (KM)﻿ is﻿ a﻿process﻿ that﻿helps﻿organizations﻿ apply﻿ important﻿knowledge﻿
that﻿ is﻿part﻿of﻿the﻿organization’s﻿memory,﻿thereby﻿improving﻿decision-making﻿and﻿organizational﻿




and﻿ insights﻿ in﻿ this﻿data﻿abundance﻿and﻿ultimately﻿ to﻿ increase﻿ their﻿ revenues.﻿Hence,﻿ there﻿ is﻿an﻿






In﻿ this﻿ context,﻿ a﻿ thread﻿ of﻿ efforts﻿ has﻿ steered﻿ towards﻿ extracting﻿ knowledge﻿ from﻿UGC﻿ to﻿
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Figure 1. Embedded UGC from a popular news website, ABC Australia
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•﻿ Data Collection and Acquisition:﻿a﻿method﻿of﻿automatically﻿interacting﻿with﻿and﻿collecting﻿
data﻿from﻿dynamic﻿sources﻿without﻿any﻿a priori﻿knowledge﻿of﻿the﻿source﻿structure;
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Figure 2. System architecture incorporating KM framework
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Figure 3. The proposed architecture for pagination handling
Figure 4. Examples of pagination elements taken from popular news websites and online forums
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Locating and Interacting with Data Links
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Figure 5. Locating and interacting with data links
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Figure 6. Simplified example of finding a numbered pagination block
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Figure 7. An example DOM tree for a single comment
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Figure 8. Data extracted from a document using the wrapper generated
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While﻿ the﻿ older﻿ testbeds﻿ from﻿prior﻿ research﻿ are﻿ unsuitable﻿ for﻿ use﻿ in﻿ this﻿ evaluation,﻿ the﻿
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Figure 9. Content extraction experimental results
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Figure 10. Additional data retrieved through CFH-NS’s automated interaction techniques
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